ABSTRACT In order to relieve the problem of unbalanced energy consumption of sensor nodes near the base station in the wireless sensor network, this paper proposes a mobile multi-sink nodes path planning algorithm with energy balance (hexHPSO). An optimization model is established by considering the energy consumption of each group, network lifetime, and movement path of the mobile sink nodes. Meanwhile, a hybrid positive and negative particle swarm optimization algorithm (HPNPSOA) is proposed to solve the optimization model to obtain a path with optimal grid traversal order and optimal parking position. Compared with the DOSM algorithm, GLRM algorithm, and RWM algorithm, the hexHPSO algorithm improves the network lifetime by 68%. The experimental results show that the hexHPSO algorithm can effectively balance the energy consumption, alleviate hotspot phenomenon, and extend the network lifetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The many-to-one transmission mode results in consuming a large amount of energy near the base station in wireless sensor networks which makes many nodes die prematurely and ultimately shortens the network lifetime. In order to solve the above problems effectively, mobile sink nodes are employed to collect data in the network [1] - [2] .However, the mobility of the sink node increases the complexity of building routes as well as the latency of networks. On the one hand, it results in variety constantly of route of data transmission. On the other hand, it makes the movement path non-negligible, which means that the mobile delay should be considered. The researches pay attention to the mobile sink node mainly focus on two aspects: route optimization and path planning [3] - [9] . These works also can be divided into four categories: random movement model, controlled movement model, geographic movement model and predictive movement model. The random movement model means that the moving direction and moving speed of the mobile sink node are
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wei Wei. randomly selected each time the movement is made, so the model has strong uncertainty. The RWM algorithm proposed in [10] is improved based on this model, so that the mobile sink node saves a first-in first-out list M that stores the area number that has been visited. Thus the next parking position of the mobile sink node is randomly selected for the area number that has not appeared in M. The proposed algorithm reduces the repeated selection of the parking position to some extent and alleviates hotspot phenomenon, but it still causes unbalanced energy consumption and large network delay. This is because any improvement based on this model cannot change the randomness in essence, therefore this model has significant limitations.
The controlled movement model refers to the control of the movement of the sink node using a certain control mechanism (such as buffer overflow time, etc.). Reference [11] decomposes the monitoring area into a plurality of triangles to obtain a circle passing through the three vertices of the triangle and the center of each circle serves as the parking position of the mobile sink node. Then the next parking position is determined by the greedy algorithm. In fact, the path determined by the greedy algorithm belongs to local optimization path, which results in a long movement path and a large network delay. The GLRM algorithm [12] divides the monitoring area into multiple virtual square grids and selects a cluster head within each grid. The center line of the monitoring area serves as the movement path of the mobile sink node to establish the approximate grid-like routes from the cluster head to the sink node. The proposed algorithm causes the nodes in the grid near the center line to consume much more energy than other nodes. The controlled movement model is either complicated by control mechanisms or difficult to construct routes.
The geo-movement model means that the movement is limited by the actual geographical environment, and the mobile sink node encounters obstacles or boundary during the movement. In [13] , a route planning method combining description route by use of Bezier curve and improved particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed, which is aim to design an efficient algorithm focusing on how to avoid obstacles in route planning.
The predictive movement model means that the sensor node knows the moving path of the mobile sink node, so the sensor node goes into sleep mode until predicted time to transmit data, and then the sensor node enters the active mode and sends its data to the mobile sink node. The DOSM algorithm proposed in [14] divides the monitoring area into grids. Next, the algorithm selects the cluster head based on the energy in each grid in each round, then solves the centroid of all cluster head positions which is the position of mobile sink node. After that, it is able to establish the route and transmit the data. The VUGR algorithm proposed in [15] divides the low-energy-level grid cells into smaller units. In the case of not participating in the construction of the virtual high-level structure, the algorithm transmits the data by searching grid unit in high-energy-level, and the mobile sink node moves clockwise along the high-energy-level grid cells which is near to edge of the network. Although both of the DOSM algorithm and the VUGR algorithm consider the balance of energy, the routing update is frequent and the route construction is complicated. The algorithm proposed in [16] selects the sensor nodes with higher weights as the rendezvous points and establish the set of points, then find the path which can access all rendezvous points and does not exceed the maximum delay of data transmission. Based on the position information of the sensor nodes, the algorithm proposed in [17] determines the position of each cluster head which is the stop position of the mobile sink node by using range-constrained clustering algorithm, and uses the TSP algorithm to find the path that traverses all the staying positions. However, algorithms proposed in [16] , [17] only consider the optimization of single factor (delay, path length) in the path planning of mobile sink nodes, do not consider the combination optimization problem that include energy consumption of sensor nodes and the network lifetime. In [18] , the proposed algorithm builds the network into multiple circles with different communication ranges according to each sensor node at first, then mobile sink node moves to the communication range of each sensor node to collect data, next, builds a model of energy consumption and movement path, and uses mixed immunity particle swarm algorithm to plan the path. But, although the combination optimization of energy consumption and moving path is considered, the mobile sink node stays frequently, and the total movement path and network delay are too large.
The predictive mobile model is superior to the other three mobile models in the control of nodes and the energy consumption of the network. Therefore, based on the predictive moving model, this paper presents a mobile multi-sink node path planning algorithm with energy balance (hexHPSO). First, the algorithm divides the monitoring area into grid and then abstracts the network into a selective TSP problem which can solved by a hybrid positive and negative particle swarm optimization algorithm (HPNPSOA). Finally, it obtains an optimal path and the path is evenly distributed to multiple mobile sink nodes. The proposed algorithm balances the energy consumption of the network and effectively extends the network lifetime.
II. SYSTEM MODEL PRESENTATION A. SYSTEM ASSUMPTION
In wireless sensor networks, nodes are divided into mobile sink nodes and sensor nodes. We assume that:
1. n sensor nodes are randomly deployed within the twodimensional monitoring area and the position is stationary. The k mobile sink nodes can move within the monitoring area and stay collecting data.
2. All sensor nodes have the same performance (such as communication radius, initial energy, energy consumption model, etc.); 3. All nodes can know their own position coordinates through GPS global positioning system or other positioning methods;
4. All sensor nodes have limited energy and cannot be supplemented, but all mobile sink nodes have infinite energy.
B. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
In this paper, the wireless communication energy consumption model similar to the reference [19] is adopted. Since only one-hop routing is considered to send data from the sensor node to the mobile sink node, the sensor node only has the energy consumption of transmitting data:
where: E tx represents the energy consumption of the transmission circuit; ε fs and ε mp represents the amplifier power consumption of the free-space model and multi-path attenuation model respectively; l represents the length of the data packet; d 0 represents the distance threshold.
The communication between the mobile sink node and the sensor node is limited to one virtual grid and the grid side length is R (R is less thand 0 ), that is to say, to adopt one-hop mode. In consequence, the free-space model is adopted in this paper.
III. NETWORK MODEL PRESENTATION A. NETWORK MODEL
As illustrated in Figure 1 , n sensor nodes are randomly deployed within the monitoring area with the side length of L, and V n represents the sensor node set. The monitoring area is divided into N virtual regular hexagonal grids, where the grid side length is R (R is the sensor node communication radius), V g represents the set of nodes in the grid, (x, y) represents the coordinates of the grid, and g (g = 1, 2LN ) represents the grid number. Compared with the triangles, squares, etc. proposed in the reference [10] - [12] , the regular hexagon has a larger cover area (the same coverage radius), which makes the mobile sink node collect more sensor node data in the parking position and obviously reduce the number of parking positions demanded in a whole network data collection. If there is a circle which radius is r, we can work out the area of circle is S 1 = π r 2 , and the area of square which involved in circle is
, but the area of regular hexagon which involved in same circle is
2 r 2 , so that we can get the result that S 1 − S 2 > S 1 − S 3 , it means the regular hexagon's use ratio is higher than square as well as triangle. Meanwhile regular hexagon is the frequently-used shape in geometry model with excellent mathematics property.
Therefore, this article uses the regular hexagon to divide the grid. There are two candidate parking positions of the mobile sink node in each grid: the center point position of the entire grid and the centroid point position of the sensor node distribution. V site represents the set of candidate parking positions, and the mobile sink nodes selects only one of the parking positions in each grid to collect data of the sensor nodes. Let V s represents the set of candidate parking positions selected by the mobile sink node, |V s | = N .
The grids which in boundary area is can be irregular or any shape in the proposed algorithm. It can explain the availability of algorithm adequately when the monitoring area is an irregular shape.
1) VIRTUAL REGULAR HEXAGONAL GRID DIVISION
The key to dividing the virtual regular hexagonal grid is to determine which grid each sensor node belongs to, as illustrated in Figure 2 , the sensor nodes are divided into two categories for judgment.
If the sensor node is located in the common area, the information of the grid to which it belongs (coordinates, number, center point, etc.) can be calculated by the length of the monitoring area, the length of the regular hexagonal grid and its own coordinates. In the special area, it is impossible to calculate the information of the grid only using this simple information. This paper proposes a sensor node attribution algorithm in the special area to calculate the information of the grid. The nature of the proposed algorithm is that the sensor node in the special area is closest to the center point of the grid to which it belongs. As illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4 below, the algorithm divides the special area into two categories to judge according to the different shapes of the special area. The monitoring area is divided into seven columns which include four gray columns and three white columns as shown in Fig 2. The gray columns are named by common area and the white columns are named by special area. The common area means the area which boundary is regular and the sensor node which is located in common area can get to know the grid belonged to directly by the information of their position and the range of area. On the contrary, the boundary of special area is irregular and we cannot judge the grid which the sensor node is belonged to in simple way. Meanwhile the first column and the third column are named as ''Special odd columns'', the second column is named as ''Special even column'' accurately. In this paper, we analyses the special area through dividing them into ''Special odd columns'' and ''Special even columns'' two parts.
In Fig.3 and Fig.4 , the red rectangle means the special area and blue point means the center point of the grid which is near the special area. When the sensor node is in the special odd column, the coordinates of the adjacent grid are (2j, k + 1), (2j − 1, k) and (2j, k). Then calculate the distance between the sensor node and the center point of its adjacent grids. Finally, the adjacent grid with the smallest distance serves as the grid of the sensor node. When the node is in a special even column, the coordinates of the adjacent grid are (2j, k + 1), (2j, k) and (2j + 1, k). Then calculate the distance between the sensor node and the center point of its adjacent grids. Finally, the adjacent grid with the smallest distance serves as the grid of the sensor node. The specific algorithm process is shown in Table 1 below:
The sensor node attribution algorithm in the special area is used to assist the main algorithm to divide the monitoring area into grids. So we can learn from the paper that although the sensor node attribution algorithm in the special area has high computational complexity, it can make a great deal of contribution in judging grid each sensor node included.
2) CANDIDATE PARKING POSITION
There are two candidate parking positions for each grid: one is the center point position of the grid; the other is the centroid point position of the sensor nodes distributed within the grid. The reason why select these two positions as the candidate parking positions of the mobile sink node is that they are the least costly communication positions. On the one hand, the center point position ensures that all sensor nodes are within the communication radius of the mobile sink node, in other words, one-hop data transmission is assured. On the other hand, since the distribution of nodes in each grid is different, once the nodes in the grid are concentrated in a small area in the grid, the communication cost of the centroid point position is smaller than the center point position.
The calculation formula of the center point coordinate (x c , y c ) and the centroid point coordinate (x z , y z ) is as follows:
(x, y) represents the coordinates of the grid, h represents the number of nodes in the grid, S (i) .xd represents the abscissa of the i node, and S (i) .yd represents the ordinate of the i node.
B. OPTIMIZATION MODEL
According to the authoritative literatures, there are some different definition of network lifetime. In some literatures, author define network lifetime as the minimum value of the lifetime of nodes, and in other case, the network lifetime is defined as the maximum value of the lifetime of nodes, in addition, it also defined as the average of the lifetime of nodes. In this paper, we choose the one of definition with the VOLUME 7, 2019 algorithm analysis that the network is defined as the minimum value of the lifetime of nodes.
The whole network model can be abstracted into the parking position selection problem of the mobile sink node and the TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem) problem of caused by the mobile sink node to traverse the grid. The optimization goal of this paper is to project a path with the shortest length, small delay, balanced energy consumption and maximizing the network lifetime. In order to reduce the delay as much as possible, a plurality of mobile sink nodes is used to share the excessive delay caused by only one mobile sink node. The delay in this paper mainly includes data transmission delay and mobile delay.
The data transmission delay refers to the time interval at which the sensor node sends data to the mobile sink node, which is related to the transmission rate v c of the sensor node and the distance d s to the sink node.
The mobile delay refers to the time taken by the mobile sink node to move, which is related to the path length d z and the moving speed v m of the mobile sink node.
Let k be the number of mobile sink nodes, and divide the N grids into K virtual groups [20] :
c represents the quotient, d represents the remainder, the first d virtual groups are assigned c + 1 grids, and the rest of groups are allocated c grids.
Grid energy consumption E c refers to the sum of energy consumption of all nodes in the grid, that is,
h represents the number of nodes in the grid, E i represents the communication energy consumption of the node, and the energy consumption of different parking positions is different. According to the formula (1), we can see that
Group energy consumption E p represents the sum of grid energy consumption within each group. In order to achieve the aim of the balanced energy consumption, the energy consumption of each group needs to be as similar as possible. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the average group energy consumption E p and the energy consumption variance between groups V E p .
t represents the number of grids in each group, and k represents the number of mobile sink nodes.
Defining the node lifetime is the time it takes for its energy to run out, so the lifetime of the node i [21] is:
C i represents the residual energy of the i node, E i1 represents the central point communication energy consumption of the i node, and E i2 represents the centroid point communication energy consumption of the i node.
The network lifetime is the time it takes for the first node in the network to die, that is,
According to the above analysis, the purpose of this paper is to minimize the path length and the energy variance between groups and maximize the network lifetime. Therefore, the following optimization model can be established:
s.t constraints: (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15) d TSP in formula (16) represents the entire path length, which is the sum of paths of all mobile sink node.
IV. THE DETAIL OF HPNPSOA
For the general TSP problem, it can be solved by the hybrid particle swarm optimization algorithm (HPSOA) [22] . The HPSOA algorithm combined the traditional particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSOA) [23] and the genetic algorithm (GA) [18] adopts the crossover and mutation proposed in the GA algorithm to replace tracking optimum proposed in the PSOA algorithm to update particle swarms. Compared with GA algorithms, HPSOA algorithm has faster convergence rate and optimization results. However, the optimization model of this paper is not the general TSP problem, but the selective TSP problem cannot be solved by the HPSOA algorithm. This is because elements in particles proposed in the HPSOA algorithm merely represent a certain value. As a consequence, this paper proposes a hybrid positive and negative particle swarm optimization algorithm (HPNPSOA) to solve this optimization model.
A. THE PROCESS OF HPNPSO
Analyze the optimization model to derive the objective function of the HPNPSO algorithm:
ω represents the weight of the energy variance between groups, µ represents the weight of the ratio of path to network lifetime. The higher the value of ω, the more objective function results reflect the energy balance between different groups. The higher the value of µ, the more objective function results reflect the energy balance of the entire network. As illustrated in Figure 5 , the detailed implementation steps of the HPNPSO algorithm are as follows:
Step 1 Particle swarm initialization. Initialize the parameters of the HPNPSO algorithm: initial value of iterations m (m = 1), maximum iterations M , number of positive and negative particle pairs D, and so on. Initialize the positive and negative particles swarm so that the number of elements in each particle is N . The positive particles represent the sequence of the grid number 1 to N ; the negative particles represent the parking position valued 0 or 1, 0 represents the center point position, and 1 represents the centroid point position.
Step 2 Fitness values, also known as objective function value. Obtain the fitness values of each pair of particles according to the calculation formula (17) of the objective function. The smaller the fitness value, the more effective the optimization. Calculate the local optimum pbest and global optimum gbest of each pair of particles. If the current fitness value of each pair of particles is less than the local optimum or the global optimum, the local optimum and the global optimum are updated with the current fitness value.
Step 3 Crossover operation. First, each pair of particles crosses the positive and negative particles corresponding to the local optimum to update themselves. Then each pair of particles crosses the positive and negative particles corresponding to the global optimum to update themselves again. Step 4 Mutation operation. The bits used for mutation (v 1 , v 2 ), 1 ≤ v 1 ≤ v 2 ≤ N are generated randomly. The elements from the v 1 to v 2 positions of each pair of particles are reversed to insert the original v 1 to v 2 positions, and the rest remain unchanged.
Step 5 Iteration. Iterating until the number of iterations m is equal to the maximum number of iterations, resulting in a pair of optimal positive and negative particles, that is, the optimal grid traversal order and optimal parking position.
B. THE ANALYSIS OF HPNPSO
The HPNPSO algorithm improved the HPSOA algorithm combines the idea that the positive and negative particles attract each other in physics to solve the selective TSP problem.
The HPNPSO algorithm alters each particle in the HPSOA algorithm to a pair of positive and negative particles during the particle swarm initialization. The positive particles represent the order in which the mobile sink nodes traverse the grid, and the negative particles represent the choice of the parking positions within each grid. In other words, the positive and negative particle represent two factors of the route planning process, the two elements in the same position in each pair of positive and negative particles together can work out a certain position. Only two elements exist together can we confirm the position, so there were named by positive and negative particle compare to attraction in physics. The two elements in the same position in each pair of positive and negative particles together represent a certain position, and due to the attraction, they also change together during the crossover and mutation operations. Although this method of creating particle swarms can solve the selective TSP problem, compared with the HPSOA algorithm, the scale of particle swarms becomes huge. In order to ensure the algorithm has faster convergence rate and optimization results, the crossover and mutation operations have also been improved by the HPNPSO Algorithm.
The HPNPSO Algorithm abandons the method that the elements between bits used to cross of the optimum insert the end of the particle to adopt the method that the elements between bits used to cross of the optimum replace the elements between bits used to insert generated randomly during the crossover operation. When the mutation operation is performed, the method of exchanging the elements of two bits used for mutation generated randomly is no longer used, but the method that reverses the elements of between bits used for mutation generated randomly to replace the elements of between bits used for mutation generated randomly. With improved crossover and mutation operations, the stability of the algorithm can be improved, so that it will not converge too slowly, increase the running time of the algorithm, and will not fall into the local optimal results due to too fast convergence. 
V. SIMULATIONS A. SIMULATION SCENE AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
Simulation scene setting: 100 sensor nodes are randomly deployed within the square monitoring area of 100 100, the sensor nodes are stationary, and three mobile sink nodes are deployed within the monitoring area to move at a constant speed of 2. The simulation parameter settings are referenced in [25] , as shown in Table 2 below:
Meanwhile, considering the energy balance between different groups and the energy balance of the entire network, therefore the values of ω × V E p and µ × d TSP T in the objective function (17) are almost the same, that is,
The values of ω and µ were obtained experimentally as shown in Table 3 below.
From Table 3 , the average value of ω µ is 7.7267e + 06, so ω = 1200000 and µ = 0.16 can be obtained, so that the equation ω µ = 7.7267e + 06 is established.
B. THE HEXHPSO ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance of the swarm intelligence optimization algorithm such as GA algorithm and PSOA algorithm depends mainly on the convergence, stability and optimization target value of the algorithm. As shown in Figure 6 , the hexHPSO algorithm proposed in this paper is compared with the classical hybrid particle swarm optimization (HPSO) algorithm. From the perspective of iterations, the classical HPSO algorithm iterates to 52 times to get the optimal target value, while the hexHPSO algorithm only needs iterate to 23 times. The convergence of hexHPSO algorithm is obviously better than the classical HPSO algorithm. From the perspective of optimization target value, the optimization result of classical HPSO algorithm is 0.039, and the optimization result of hexHPSO algorithm is 0.033. The optimization result shows that the hexHPSO algorithm has stronger ability to get the optimum solution compared with the classical HPSO algorithm. After obtaining the optimal solution, the fitness value of the hexHPSO algorithm no longer changes with the iterations, indicating that the algorithm has good stability. Comprehensive analysis, hexHPSO algorithm has good convergence, stability and strong ability to get the optimum solution.
C. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSIS 1) NUMBER OF MOBILE SINK NODES AND MOVEMENT PATH
The red circle means centroid point of each area and the blue asterisk means center point of each area. The number of mobile sink nodes is related to the size of the monitoring area and the size of the grid. If the path of the mobile sink nodes is too long, the mobile delay will increase, so the number of mobile sink nodes cannot be too small. Certainly, the mobile sink nodes is not too many, which will result in increasing costs and wasting resources. As illustrated in Figure 7 , the monitoring area is divided into N = 14 grids (the maximum number of mobile sink nodes is 14) , and the correspondence between the number of mobile sink nodes and the minimum number of grids traversed by the mobile sink node is as shown in Table 4 below:
After the number of mobile sink nodes exceeds 8, the minimum number of grids traversed by the mobile sink node is 1, hence it is obvious that the number of mobile sink nodes is too large. It can be seen from Table 4 that the minimum number of grids traversed by the mobile sink node is the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 14}, so the optimal minimum number of grids is 4 (4 to 7 is closer to the mean value). As a result, the number of mobile sink nodes is three. Figure 8 shows the movement path of three mobile sink nodes planned by the hexHPSO algorithm. It is shown in formula 9 in this paper that one movement path is divided into three parts in the way that the first virtual group and the second virtual group are assigned five grids, and the third group are allocated four grids. It can be seen that for the sink node moving in the edge group, the location of the centroid point can balance the energy consumption of the nodes, prolong the network lifetime, and minimize the movement path of the sink node to reduce the delay. When the distance between the centroid point and the center point is small, the sink node moving in the internal group can select the position of the center point to further reduce the movement path. Therefore, the hexHPSO algorithm can obtain the path with the shortest length, small delay, balanced energy consumption and maximum network lifetime. The sensor node turn into operative mode when the mobile sink nodes move into the grid which is the sensor node located in, then it transmit the data each other with the mobile sink nodes. Another case is that when the mobile sink nodes move out from the grid which is the sensor node located in, the sensor node turn into sleep mode in order to save the energy.
2) NETWORK LIFETIME Figure 9 shows the network lifetime comparison graph of the hexHPSO algorithm, the DOSM algorithm, the GLRM algorithm, and the RWM algorithm. Defining the network lifetime is the time when the first node in the network dies. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that the network lifetime of the hexHPSO algorithm is prolonged to 155%, 86%, and 68%, respectively, compared with the DOSM algorithm, the GLRM algorithm, and the RWM algorithm. The hexHPSO algorithm effectively extend the network lifetime. Compared with GLRM algorithm and RWM algorithm, the hexHPSO algorithm curve is steeper, and the interval between the number of rounds where the first node died and the number of rounds where all nodes died is very short, indicating that the hexHPSO algorithm has more balanced energy consumption in the whole network.
3) COMPARISON OF DEAD NODES
Figure10 shows a comparison histogram of the number of rounds died of first node, half of nodes and all nodes in the hexHPSO algorithm, the DOSM algorithm, the GLRM algorithm, and the RWM algorithm. As can be seen from Figure 10 , the hexHPSO algorithm has a longer lifetime than other algorithms in all three time periods. From the perspective of the number of death rounds for the first node, the hexHPSO algorithm is 155%, 86%, and 68% higher than the DOSM algorithm, GLRM algorithm, and RWM algorithm, respectively. From the perspective of the number of death rounds for the half of nodes, the hexHPSO algorithm is 176%, 21%, and 20% higher than the DOSM algorithm, GLRM algorithm, and RWM algorithm, respectively. From the perspective of the number of death rounds for the all nodes, the hexHPSO algorithm is 113%, 10%, and 6% higher than the DOSM algorithm, GLRM algorithm, and RWM algorithm, respectively. In conclusion, the hexHPSO algorithm improves the lifetime of nodes throughout the network cycle and extends the network lifetime. Figure 11 shows the network residual energy comparison graph of the hexHPSO algorithm, the DOSM algorithm, the GLRM algorithm, and the RWM algorithm. It can be seen from the figure that the hexHPSO algorithm has the most residual energy in each rounds, which indicates that this algorithm can greatly reduce the energy consumption of the network. The network residual energy comparison graph is consistent with the network lifetime comparison graph in Figure 9 Figure 12 shows a three-dimensional comparison of the node average energy consumption of the hexHPSO algorithm, the DOSM algorithm, the GLRM algorithm, and the RWM algorithm. There are four diagrams in figure 12 which are used to show the comparison of energy consumption. In the diagram, the monitoring area which is 100 * 100 is divided into 100 equal units, and each unit is 10 * 10.In this way, we can calculate the energy consumption in each unit so that analyze the comparison of four algorithm more clearly. It can be clearly seen from the figure that the hexHPSO algorithm has the lowest energy consumption and the best energy consumption balance. The DOSM algorithm has a large energy consumption, but its energy consumption balance is relatively good. The GLRM algorithm has obvious hotspot phenomenon and the RWM algorithm has a large and unbalanced energy consumption. The hexHPSO algorithm comprehensively considers the distribution of nodes, energy balance and network lifetime to plan the path of mobile sink nodes, balances the energy consumption of the entire network effectively, and alleviates the hotspot phenomenon. Figure 13 shows the number of nodes -time delay comparison graph of the hexHPSO algorithm, the DOSM algorithm, the GLRM algorithm, and the RWM algorithm. The network size is 200 200. It can be seen from the graph that the larger the number of nodes, the larger the delay in data transmission and then the larger the total delay. The hexHPSO algorithm has less delay than the DOSM algorithm and GLRM under different node numbers. However, after the number of nodes exceeds 400, the delay of the hexHPSO algorithm begins to be larger than that of the RWM algorithm. The reason is that with the increasement of sensor nodes the nodes in the grid are distributed densely and the difference between the centroid point and the center point is reduced. Meanwhile, it lead the difference of data transmission delay become smaller which costed by hexHPSO algorithm and RWM algorithm.
4) NETWORK RESIDUAL ENERGY

5) ENERGY CONSUMPTION BALANCE AND HOTSPOT PHENOMENON
6) NETWORK DELAY
In other words, because the decrease of the data transmission delay in total delay proportion, it makes the advantage of the hexHPSO algorithm in reducing delay decrease slightly to some extent. However, delay is not the main optimization goal of this paper, but low and balanced energy consumption. Introducing mobility to reduce and balance network energy consumption is originally achieved at the cost of increasing network latency, so this paper only reduces the delay as much as possible. Figure 14 shows the network scale-delay comparison graph of the hexHPSO algorithm, the DOSM algorithm, the GLRM algorithm, and the RWM algorithm. The number of nodes is 500. It can be seen from the figure that the larger the network scale is, the larger the delay is, and then the larger the total delay is. The delay of hexHPSO algorithm is smaller than the DOSM algorithm and GLRM algorithm under different scales. However, after the network size is greater than 340m × 340 m, the delay of the hexHPSO algorithm is less than the RWM algorithm, which is consistent with the number-delay comparison graph given in Figure 13 . When the network size increases, the advantages reduced the delay of the hexHPSO algorithm will be more obvious. Although the delay of algorithm proposed by this paper is more than the algorithms with the fixed sink node, it decrease the energy consumption of network effectively and extend the lifetime of network. In this paper, we lay most emphasis on consumption of energy, so that it should not pay much attention to analysis the delay of algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
For solving the problem of unbalanced energy consumption of sensor nodes and ''empty hole'' caused by uneven distribution of nodes and fixed location of sink node, a mobile multi-sink nodes path planning algorithm with energy balance (hexHPSO) is proposed. At first, the proposed algorithm divides the monitoring area into plurality of regular hexagonal grids, and stores two candidate stop positions (center point position and centroid point position) in each grid. Then, the mobile sink node stays at the one of the stop positions to collect the data of sensor nodes in each grids. At the same time, it divides into groups according to the number of mobile sink node, and builds an optimization model which combine the factors include balance of group energy consumption, network lifetime and movement path. It is proposed that the entire network model is abstracted as a special traveling salesman problem with selection. Aiming at resolving such problem, a hybrid positive and negative particle swarm optimization algorithm (HPNPSOA) is proposed. HPNPSOA is used for obtaining the optimal order to traverse grids and getting the path of stop positions selected by using improved crossover and mutation operations. Finally, we assign optimal path to different mobile sink nodes in groups, so that each mobile sink node moves in its own group. In order to ensure the synchronization of all mobile sink nodes, the time which is spend longest in data collection by mobile sink nodes in each round is defined as the data collection time of the total network every round. The proposed algorithm solves the ''empty hole'' problem effectively and balance the energy consumption of nodes, extends the network lifetime and minimizes network latency. 
